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COMMENTARIES 
(An Inquiry Into the Foundations of Jesuit Education*) 
MARIO S. rm CARVALHO 
I 
1. Between 1592 and 1606 a group of Jesuits at the 'Collegium 
Conimbricensis', the College of Arts in the Portuguese city of Coimbra ( «in 
Conimbricensi liberalium artium Academia Societati» 1) published several 
commentaries on Aristotle in order to reinforce and standardise the study 
of Christian Philosophy, following Ignatius Loyola's prescription that 
Aristotle should be studied on Philosophy courses 2. This Cursus was also 
conceived to give a ,,philosophical canon to the aspirations of Portuguese 
culture and at the same time has assured the education of youth against 
the doubts of the century» 3. • 
* Paper read at Loyola College in Maryland (15 September 1997). I wish to thank Dr. 
Graham McAleer for his kind invitation. 
1 These are Pedro da Fonseca's exact words, written (October 1591) for the first 
volume of the whole series. 
2 Here is the list of all the titles published by the CONIMBRICENSES: Commentarii 
Collegii Conimbricensis S. J in Octo Libros Physicorum Aristotelis Stagirilcte (Coimbra: 
A. Mariz, 1592); Conunentarii Collegii Conimbricensis S. J. in Quatuor libros de Caelo 
Aristotelis Stagiritae (Lisboa: S. Lopes, 15!:l:lJ; Com111entarii Collegii Conimbricensis S,J. 
in libros Meteororurn Aristotelis Stagiritae (Lisboa: S. Lopes, 159;3); Commenlarii Collegii 
Conimbricensi,s S. Jin libros Aristotelis qui ParuaNaturalia appellan.tur (Lisboa: S. Lopes, 
1593); In libros Ethicorurn Aristotelis ad Nico1nac/wm, aliquot Conimbricensis Cursus 
Disputationes in quibus praecipua quaedam Ethicae disciplinae capita continentur (Lis-
boa: S. Lopes, 1593); Commentarii Coltegii Conimbricen.~is S. J in duos libros De Gen,eratio-
ne et Corruptione Aristotelis Stagiritae (Coimbra: A. Mariz, 1597}; Commentarii Collegii 
C01iimbricensis S. Jin tres libros de Anima Arislotelis Stagiritae (Coimbra: A. Mariz, 
1598); Commentarii Collegii Conimbricensis S.J. in uniuerswn Dialecticam Aristotelis 
(Coimbra: D. G. Loureiro, 1606). Other editions:Commentarii Collegii Conimbricensis S.J. 
in libros Meteororwn Aristotelis S/agiritae (Lugduni 1608); Commenla.rii Collegii 
Conimbricensis S. I. in tibros Aristotelis qui Parua Naturalia appelfontur (Lugduni 1608); 
Commentarii Collegii Conimbricensis Socielatis fesu in Qua.l11or tibros de Cado (Lugduni 
1608); In libros Ethicorum Aristotelis ad Nicomadw.rn, aliquot Conimbricensis Cursus 
Disputationes (Lugduni 1608); Commentorii Collegii Conimbricensis Societalis Iesu In 
tres libros de Anima Aristotelis Stagiritae (Coloniae 1600); Commentarii Conimbricensis 
in Octo Libros Physicorum Arislotelis (Lugduni 1594; rep. Hildesheim-Zurich-New York, 
1984); Commentarii Conimbricensis in Dialecticam Arislotelis (Coloniae 1607); Curso 
Conimbricense I. Pe. Manuel de G6is: Moral a Nic6maco, de Arist6teles. Introdugao, 
estabelecimento do texto e tradugii.o de Ant6nio Alberto de Andrade (Lisboa 1957}, 
3 DIAS, J. S. da S. - Correntes de Sentimenlo Religioso em Portugal (Seculos XVI a 
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The first Commentary in the series, the Commentarii Collegii 
Conimbricensis Physicorum by Father Manuel de G6is, on the eight books 
of Aristotle's Physics, was published in Coimbra at the University publish-
ing house of Antonio de Mariz. Baltazar Alvares and Sebastiao do Couto 
were the other authors involved, respectively of the Commentary in de 
anima (1598) and of that in dialecticam (1606), but Manuel de G6is seems 
to be in a way the leader of the task. He wrote all the other titles, including 
a Commentary on Ethics and several Commentaries on Natural Philosophy 
(physicorum, de caelo, meteoronun, parva naturalia, de generatione et 
corruptione), which were very important in the series. 
It is obvious that we are not looking at an original initiative of the 
Company, whose study of Aristotelian Philosophy took various forms: suf-
fice to think of Bento Pereira's or Francisco de Toledo's works. However, 
such an initiative was not totally alien to the Portuguese philosophical 
tradition, as is shown, first by the creation of a College of Arts ( 154 7) in 
accordance with the Humanist spirit; secondly, by the fact that from 1559 
several Aristotelian texts were prescribed for Portuguese Arts students 
(Categoriae, De interpretatione, Analytica priora, Analytica posteriora, 
Topica, Elenchi, Ethica, Physica, De coelo, De generatione, De anima and 
Metaphysica); thirdly, by the relation between latinitas, cultural mimesis 
and scholarly editions, as shown e.g. by Peter of Perpignan, S. J., who rec-
ommended the use of 'interlinearis' editions 4; and finally by Pedro da 
Fonseca, who in 1564 published his famous Dialectical Institutions 5, cer-
tainly after to have taught at the College of Arts between 1555 and 1561. 
Furthermore, we know by now that his relation to Aristotle's logic was not 
strange to Ramism, and we also know that the French scholar Nicolas 
Grouchy (1548-1550) translated the Organon into Latin for his Portu-
guese students 6. 
Perhaps an Aristotle's scientific book at the very beginning of such an 
editorial plan was part of the mood of the moment, but Coimbra commen-
tators took a philosophical, metaphysical and religious approach to 
XVIII) (Coimbra 1960) 438. See also: GOMJ~S. P. - Os Conimbricenses (Lisboa 1992); 
RIBEIRO, S. - llist6ria. dos Estahelecimentos scientificos, littera.rios e a.rtisticos de Portu-
gal, vol. II (Lisboa 1872); RODIUGUI~S. E - Afonna,;;a.o intelectu.al dojesuita- leis e fa.etas 
(Porto 1917). 
4 See PETER OF PERPIGNAN - De ratione liberorwn instituendorum Graecis et 
Latinis (Paris 1565) chap. VII; cf. Petri Ioannis Perpiniani Soc. Iesu aliquot epistolae (Paris 
1683) 120. 
5 FONSECA, P. da- Institui,;;oes Dialecticas. Ed. J. R Gomes (Coimbra 1964). See also 
PEREIRA, M. B. -Sere Pessoa. (Coimbra 1967); COXITO, A. A. «Pedro da Fonseca: a logica 
to pica», in Reuista Portugu.esa. de Filosofia 38 (1982) 450-59. See also PEDRO da FONSECA 
Commentariorum Petri Fonsecae Lu.sitani, Docloris Theologi Societatis Iesu, In Libras 
Metaphysicorum Aristotelis Sta.girita Tomi Qu.atuor (Coloniae 1615: rep. Hildesheim 1964); 
MARTINS. AM. - «Fonseca (Pedro da)», Logos, Enciclopedia Luso-Brasileira.de Pilosoffo, 
3 (Lisboa 1990) 656-665, with more bibliography. 
6 SOARES, N. de N. C. - «O 'C!i;.;he' na pedagogia e na Literatura de Quinhentos», in 
Confluencias H ( HlB6) Hl7. 
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Aristotle's Physics rather than a scientific one. This is not to imply that 
there were no connections at all between Galileo and Jesuitic Natural Com-
mentaries read in the Collegio Romano 7. Furthermore, everybody is surely 
well aware of Descartes' confession to Mersenne regarding Coimbra Com-
mentaries 8. Indeed, the Coimbra Commentaries were frequently reprinted 
and widely used throughout Europe, becoming a standard Scholastic refer-
ence even in the 17th century 9. Are we to explain such a success, as Wallace 
did, by their conservative tone and «great attention paid to speculative 
issues important for theology and less lo emJ:>irical detail» 10'? Was it due, 
instead, as Andrade claimed, to their modernity and editorial advantages'? 11 
The Commentaries unusual success must cerlainly be explained, but this 
task will only be possible after the critical edition is completed. 
Meanwhile, we must remember that if a medieval tone is the back-
bone of the Commentaries, they are already facing systematizations ahd 
manuals (see e.g. an Index ending the Commentary, an important although 
unsatisfactory tool for a contemporary rnader 12. Needless to say this is a 
very important feature in any academic work because in a Commentary 
one finds not only the author's theses hut also refutations of opposite 
schools). The academic context is sufficient to account for the composition 
of our Commentaries. For instance, at the beginning of his work on Ethics, 
justifying the reason why some of his own commentaries (Ethics, Meteoros, 
Parva Naturalia) omit the Aristotelian context, G6is displays a real sense 
of pedagogical timing 13. This is not to say that the difference between 
syntheses and extensive commentaries (such as Pomponazzi's or 
Cremonini's) lies entirely in the incorporation by the latter of materials 
7 LOHR, Ch. - «Les jesuites el l'arisl.ote!isme du xvre siecle,,, in GIARD, L. (dir.) -
Les Ji/suites a. ta. Renaissance. ,':i_vs!(\me el production du s(woir (Paris 1995) 81. 
8 DESCARTES, R. - Descartes a Mersenne \Leiden :30 Sept. 1640): AT III. 185; see 
also GILSON, E. - Index Scola.stico-CarNsien (Paris, 191:JJ; ID. - Eludes sur le rille de la. 
pen.see m.1idieuale dans la formation dn system.e corl1faien (Paris, Hl:30); DES CHENE, D. -
Physiologia. Natural Philosophy in La.le Arisloldian and Cartesian Thought (Ithaca & 
London Hl96) 10; SCHMITT, Cb. 13. -Aristotle and the Rcna.issonce \Cambridge & London 
Hl8:3). 
9 TRENTMAN, J. A- ,,Scholasticism in the seventeenth century,,, in KRETZMA...1\IN 
et al. (ed.) - The Ca.m.bridg1, f-listor:v of Lct.ler Medieua./, Philosophy (Cambridge London 
New York 1984) 834; Al\JDRADg, A. A. de - lntroduriio in Cu.rso Conimbricense I Pe. Ma-
nuel de Gois .. ,, XIV-XVII. 
rn WALLACE. W. A, - "Traditional Natural Philosophy,,, in SCHMIT'l'. Ch. B. & 
SKINNER, Q, \ed.): The Cambridge JI is lot)' o{Renaissa.ncc Philosophy (Cambridge London 
New York 1988) 22H; LOHR, Ch.- op. cit. 82. 
11 ANDRADE, A. A. de - Introdw;ao, XIII, XXII- XXXI. 
12Jt is also possible to find alphabetical indexes in medieval texts, see e.g. Scriplu.m 
Petri Ilispani cum alil:s multis queslionibus et nola.bilibus bonis super diet is uni versa.lib us 
Isaac, fol. 44r-46r (ms. from 14th century: Erfurt, Amplon. F 172). 
l3G6IS, M. de - In libros Ethicorum .... Prooemium (ed. Andrade, p. 58): «Omisinms 
autem ... interpretationem Aristolelici conlextus, non quod ewn negligendum putemus: 
sed quia non quid ab alijs scriptum sit, aut scribi a nohis possit: sed quid Philosophiae 
auditoribus, certo annorum spatio eis praescripto. enarrari queat, perpendimus." 
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«from medieval and Renaissance authors including those of anti-Aristote-
lian sympathies» 14. Evidently, it is impossible to say that these texts rep-
resented a new style of writing, but we may surely believe that they also 
contributed to the Humanistic process that would make Medieval univer-
sities tremble. We are dealing with printed books and texts edited in the 
context of a University, a feature Waller Ruegg would have considered an 
ally of Humanism 15. Moreover Jesuit Colleges were a new type of school 16, 
designed to answer urgent sociopedagogical needs 17. 
2. The Jesuits were given the College of Arts in 1555; the College had 
been founded in 1547 lo bring Portugal into the Humanist movement 18_ 
The Jesuits had first come to Portugal as missionaries in 1540 HJ, and the 
climate of the Counter-Reformation directed them to teaching. In 1551 
Ignatius Loyola as~ed Father SimCto Rodrigues to set up colleges in the 
southern town of Evora, in Lisbon and elsewhere. Two famous scholars 
were appointed to lead this process, Cipriano Soares, well known as a dia-
lectician, and Manuel Alvares, the author of a Lalin Grammar widely read 
throughout Europe 20 . Both were ordered to leave Coimbra and Lo found in 
Lisbon a first Jesuit school (Colegio de Santo Antao, 1553). In the same 
year King John III authorised the building of another school in Evora, 
which between 1556-58 became first a Faculty of Arts and then a Univer-
sity. The plan of the courses were then defined as follows: a first academic 
year dedicated to the study of Dialectics; a second, again to Logic and then 
to Physics and Ethics; during the third year the student had to read l'vfeta-
physics and Parva natumlia; finally for six months, attenlion was paid to 
De anima. A similar program (not very different from the Roman style 21) 
was followed in Coimhra in the College of Arts 22 . Howeve1~ in the Coimbra 
Faculty of Theology four major courses were offered along with three smaller 
ones: on the one hand, Peter Lombard's Sentences (Prima), Aquinas' Summa 
Theologiae (Vespera), Holy Scriptures (Terc;a) and Duns Scotus (Noa), and 
H WALLACE, WA. - op. cit. 225. 
1fi RUEGG, W. - «O Alvorecer do Ilurnanisnwv, in Hilde de RIDDER-SYMOENS 
(coord.J - Ul'l-a Ilist6ria da UniucrsidCide 1w l~nropa. Vol.I: As Uniuersidwles na Idadc 
Media, transl. (Lisboa HIH6) 466-468. 
JG GIARD, L. . «Le devoir de !'intelligence, nu !'insertion des jesuites dans le monde 
du savoir», inLcsjesuites ... LVII. 
11 ID. - ibid. LIX, LXII. . 
IS See DIAS, ,J. S. da S. -APolilica C11/luraldaEpocade D. ,Joao Ill (Coimbr_a 1969J 
582-56fi; BRANDAO, M. - 0 Col(igiodas Aries, 2 vols.(Coimbra H/24-3,l); STEGMULLER, 
Ii'. - Filosofia c Teologia 1w,s Uniuersidadcs de Coimbm e Evora no sew.lo Ji.YI (Coimbra 
1959); POLGAR, L. - Bil,liogrophie sur l'hisloirc de la. Compagnic de Jesus 1901-1980, 6 
vols.(Roma 1981-1990) vol. II: 50:3-507. 
19DIAS, J. S. da S. - Corren/cs,., 655-f,58. 
20 DIAS, ,J. S. da S. -A PoWica ... 8H2-8H4; PADLEY, G. A. - Orcwwwtical Theory in 
Western Europe 1500-1700. The Lalin Trad ii ion ( Cambridge 1976/ 28-ZH, 44-45. 
21 ANDRADE, A. A. de - lt!lrodurao, XXVIII - XXIX. 
22 STEGMULLER, E - op. cit. 85-86. 
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on the other hand, Duran<lus, Scriptures, and Saint Thomas or Gabriel 
Biel 23. It is thus wrong lo say, as Charles Lohr did, that ,,in Iberian univer-
sities metaphysics was taught not as the culmination of the arts course, 
hut in theology.» 24 At least Portuguese practice was differenU 
It is important to link at least these two aboved-mentioned Coimbra 
educational institutions, for it would surely have been impossible for the 
masters of the College to be unaware of the subjects studied at the Univer-
sity nearby. Indeed, this link has to be geographically wider, since we know, 
for example, that Pedro da Fonseca taught in Evora after studying in 
Coimbra 25_ 
Father Manuel de Gois ( 154:3-97) taught two courses in Coimbra Col-
lege of Arts during 1574- 78 and 1578-82 2". However, in order to complete 
his huge contribution to the Cursus Conimbricensis he must have used 
manuscrits of several Coimbra or Evora colleagues, such as Pedro Luis, 
Lourenc;;o Fernandes and Imicio Tolosa, along with some foreign printed 
editions brought into Portugal. A preliminary study of Gois' way of work-
ing, as far as the Ethics was concerned, was undertaken by Andrade 27 ; his 
analysis may be taken as an example, still to be developed, for future edi-
tions. Andrade concluded that a common manuscrit of the Ethics would 
have been shared by the Evora and Coimbra masters 28 . It can be noted, 
for example, that in the 'Preface' which Fonseca wrote lo the whole Cursus 
he mentions «communes Philosophiae comentarii manuscripti,, 2n, which 
are surely, at least in the very early days of the College, a rough collection 
of some master's contributions. The instructions Father Nadal gave to the 
University of Evora (1561) :io enable us Lo say that in the Sixties there was 
still considerable liberty as to the texts chosen within the schools of the 
Company. As a second conclusion, regarding the College's library, Andrade 
insisted upon the liberty our commentators had displayed with regard to 
printed works. Furthermore, their type of pedagogical approach would in-
evitably lead Philosophy to an exegetical programme focused on those at-
tending the Cursus. As far as later medieval metaphysicians were concerned 
such a programme had a hermeneutical penchanl. Is it possible Lo measure 
the extension of that program as far as Medieval Philosophy is concerned? 
We shall follow here only a case-study 
The way the Coimbra Commentaries deal with Aristotle pays a clear 
23 CARVALHO. ,J. de - Obra Complc/a. III (Lisboa Hl82) ,l07-28; DIAS, ,l. S. da S. - A 
Politica ... 669-676 and 678-680. 
24 LOHR, Ch. H. - «Metaphysics». in The Ca111.bridge !Iislo,y of'R,inaisrnncc.,. 60H. 
25 GOMES, J. E - «Inti-odu~iio», in l! do Fonsew. - lnslituirDes Dia./cicticc,s, XXIII-
XXIV. 
2fiCOXITO, A. A. - «G6is (Manuel deJ", in Logos... 2. 87:i-88J .. 
27 ANDRADK A. A. de - lnirodurcw, LXXVI-CVI. 
28ANDRADE. A. A. de - ln.Jroduyio. LXXX. 
:rn See Curso Conimbricense I. l'e. l'vlo11uel de G6is. lvloral a Nic6muco ... 2. 
ao See LUKACS, L. \ed.) -Monu 111e11/a paedagogica Socictalis lesu (Rimm 1965) foll., 
t. 3, text 155, n~ 38. p. 78. 
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tribute to the spirit of Renaissance Philosophy in which Aristotelianism is 
a multifaced prism. How then is this compatible with Loyola's order that 
Jesuit scholars should follow Aristotle along with Thomas Aquinas? After 
studying two related cases -Prime Matter and the role of the Medieval 
theologian Henry of Ghent (III)- we shall conclude that to comment on 
Aristotle was an occasion for teaching contemporary oriented Philosophy, 
convinced that, as happens with any cultural production of the 16th cen-
tury, scholarly and literary practices were strongly entangled. 
But first we shall say something on how Fonseca was related to the 
Cursus (II), in order to show also how quickly we have been jumping to 
barely established conclusions. 
II 
1. To Father Fonseca as well as to Fathers Marcos Jorge, Cipriano 
Soares and Pero Gomez, was given the task of' publishing in 1561, a «curso 
de scriptos» (written course) in order «to avoid the work of writing, too 
much». In a letter of January 14th 1562, Fonseca writes to Father ,Jeronimo 
Nadal telling him of his own plan Lo achieve that target s 1. He first insisted 
on working on the Complete Aristotle, a task of great importance because 
the use of Aristotelian anthologies, as Jacqueline Hamesse has shown s2, 
was encouraged even by the Jesuits (let us not forget that this is the age of 
Greek commentaries but also ofsententiae, dicta and auctoritates, tables of 
contents, etc. H:3)_ He decided also Lo read Philosophy in its entirety, thus 
explaining the quotation of different ancient and recent authors. I must 
read -Fonseca writes- all the boohs of Aristotle that I have not yet read 
or paid due attention to, I must tahe nole of all doubts and good explana-
tions with two or three great interpreters in order to explain one passage by 
another; Father Cipriano -Fonseca goes on- must pay special attention 
to Aristotles' mathematics, that is, examples of Geometry, demonstrations 
in Cosmology, Astrology, and Perspectives, subjects we can find in de coelo 
and meteoros; he should concentrate on the theories of the planets in chap-
ter IV ofSacrobosco's The Sphere (a local tradition :H), and finally he should 
3 1 See GOMES. ,J. I<'.~ In.lrodu,;cw, XXVI-XXVIII. 
:.i2 See IIAMESSE, ,J. - «Les llorileg-c;s philosophiques, insLrumenLs de travail des 
intellectuels a la fin du Moyen Age et it la Renaissarn:e", in BIANCHI, L. (ed.) - Filosofia e 
leologia nel Trecenlo. Studi in ricordo di E. Randi (Louvain-la-Neuve Hl94) 503-533; ID. -
«La diffusion des f1orileges aristoteliciens en ILalie du xrve au XVIe siecle», in ROCCARO, 
G. (ed.) . Plalonismo c Aristotelismo nel Mezzogiomo d'llulia (sccc. XIV-XVI) (Palermo 
HJ89) :39-54, 
33 ZIMARA - Tahulae dilucidationum in dicti.s Arislolelis etAuerrois (Venice 1562); 
SCHMTl"T, Ch. B. -Aristotle and the Renaissance, il4-fi:'l. 
34 Cf. ALBUQUERQUE, L. de - «Sobre a Inl1uencia de Sacrohnsco em Portugal», in 
Cr6niws dac llist6ria de Portugal (Lisboa 1H87J 18-27; BALDINI, U. - «As Assistencias 
Ibericas da Companhia de ,Jesus ea ActividadH Cientifica nas Miss6es Asiaticas (1578-
25 
read Pliny and others on meteoros, winds, «de origine fontium» and so on; 
Cicero's philosophy has fine ways of speaking and dealing with a subject; as 
to Father Jorge, he could read some questions of'Scotus and others, taking 
notes of difficulties and solutions, as well as Seneca's na.tura.l questions, 
Al.exander Aphrodisia.s and another similar ancient authors 35_ 
As we all know, Lhis plan was not implemented, and all the three Jesu-
its were no longer involved in the Course which was actually published. 
Instead, at the very beginning of his Commenta.1:y on Physics, Father G6is 
gave us a possible introduction to the entire Cursus. How did he then con-
ceive Philosophy? Note the differences between his and Fonseca's own ap-
proach. First, after insisting upon the Aristotelian definition ,,cognitio rerum 
per suas causas» 36 he divided Philosophy into two parts - Naturalis, 
Moralis, and Dialectica, on one side :i7, and Metaphysica, Physiologia and 
Mathematicae on the other, the latter beeing the side he prefers 38.The 
Prooemium, in which he discusses these divisions, was written in a medi-
eval scholarly fashion. However, article 2 of question 1 was created -he 
says- because of recent philosophers' opinions which were in total dis-
agreement 39, and a similarly modern motivation informs the discussion of 
1640). Alguns Aspect.os C,:ultu rai,g e Institucionais,,, in Reui:,l(< l'ortugu.esa. de Filosofia 54 
(1HH8) 2"4-235; BENSAUDE, ,J. - l1istoire de la ,Science Nuuti~,U<' Portu.guise a. l'epoque des 
Grandes Decou.uertes (Lisboa Hl24). 
35 See GOMES. J. 1''. - .ln/rodu9cio, XXVII-XXVJII: «Ocu rriome para esto que ya que V. 
R. me daua mayor parte de! assumpto, et reparLi,1 el trabajo con el I~ Cypriano y con los 
Padres Marcos Jorge e Pero Gomez, seria bueno que los que podemos tomassemos cada 
dia algun tiempo, para cada mrn uer cos:,s que puedan ayudar. y preparnr la materia para 
quando se hiziere: que yo tomasse dos horas, el I~ Cypriano tma, y el P Marcos ,forge 
media, con esta continua proporti6n de 1.iempn, cada unn conforme a sus occupationes, 
dexando e! P. Pero Gomez con las que tienll, pnrque hart.o haraa agora llll acudirles. 
Assimismo me parecia que yo ruesse en esl.e t.iempo uiendo todos los libros de Adstoteles 
que no tllngo uistos y pueden seruir (6 no tam uistos) apuntant.o las dudas y buenas 
expositiones con dos o tres graues interpretns t:01110 por cifras, exponiendo unos lugares 
por outros, etc; porque esto es lo que ayudarii mas al que toma el principal assumpto; y que 
el I~ Cipriano attendiesse especialmente a las cosas de mai.hemat.icas que ay en Aristoteles, 
como son exemplos de geomet.ria, demonstral.iom!s, lugares que hablan de lo que pertern;e 
a cosmog1·aphia, astrologia y perspectiua, como ;1y muchos en los libros de coelo y meteoros; 
y allende desto hiziesse por t.raer algo de las theoricas de los planetas al 4Q cap. de la 
sphaera de Sacrobosco que aca se lee, quanto buenamente se pudiesse hazer, y se 
compadecies.~e con el tiempo que se daa A t;stas cosas. Finahuente que leyesse en Plinio y 
otros alg1.mos lo que puede seniir para mat.tiria de meteoros, como de uient.os, de origine 
fontium, etc.; passando tambien las nhras de philosophia de Cicero, y apuntando los modos 
de hablar y tratar que connnodament.e podemos tomar de!; y que el P. Marcos Jorge podria 
uer algunas questiones (que sabH senm altercadas en el cursn) por Scoto y otros que le 
pareciesse, apuntando breuemenl.e lo que ay de diflicultad 6 de resoluc;;ion, y leyesse las 
questiones naturales de Seneca, Alexandl'o aplwodiseo, el. de al6Ttmo otro antiguo que hiziesse 
al caso.» 
3(, GC)IS, M. de - In octo libros l'hvsicorum .... l'rooemium ted. Andrade, p. 8). 
37 GOIS, M. de. In octo libros l'l;vsicorum ... (ibid., p. lOJ. 
38 GOIS, M. de - In octo libms f'l,:ysicoru111.,. (ibid. p. 14 f.). 
39 GOIS, M. de - 1n octo libros l'hysicorum .... (ibid., p. 20 J. 
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article 5 40 and of the last paragraph of the Prooemium 41. Indeed, Philoso-
phy is here taught as if it was controversy. The authors' predilection for 
the theoretical side of Philosophy (scientiuc contemplatiuae) is totally 
founded on abstraction (of matter and movement), lhat is to say, on the 
formal way (scibilita.tes) a science considers its subject 42 . This seems to be 
the reason why the second tripartite division is correct 43 even if abstrac-
tion in Mathematics is to be divided further 44 • Indeed, one recognises here 
also the epistemological problem of intermediate sciences, but it is clear 
that :rather G6is prefers to insist rat.her on Physics and Metaphysics, the 
latter having the higher mission or «duly of presiding over all arts, to form 
and defend the Republic of the Sciences, and to give to each discipline its 
own subject of study» 45 . Surely Charles Lohr ignored this confession. 
The Prooemium ends with the division of Philosophy according to 
Aristotle 46. Given the fact that we ai·e dealing with the Physic:s Prooemium, 
let us pay attention to G6is' scheme in that domain 47. The following plan 
4n G()IS, M. de - fo octo libros l'hysicom111 ... (ibid. p. :32J. 
41 G(1IS, M. de - In oclo libros l'!tysicom.111 ... \ibid. p. 52). 
42 GOIS, M. de - in oeto libros l'hy,sicoum ... (ibid. p. 24); «Tot suni scientiae 
contemplatiuae, quot abstrnctiones a materia et a motu: hae vero ires omnino sunt; ergo 
tot idem enmt contemplatiuae scientiae. ( ... ) [TI lnsce ahsLractiones necessario comitantur 
diuersi modi (scibilitates vocant.l sub quibus scienliae subiec(.ae per se aUingunt ___ ,,
4~ G()IS, M. de - fo oclo Wiros l'hys1:corum ... , a.;~ (ibid., p. 26): "Quarum prinrn ad 
Philosophum Naturn!em pertinel. secunda ad Mathematicum, pc,s1.reniaad Metaphysicum. 
gnim vero Philosophus Natura!is cnnsidernt. v. g-. hominem ut ex animo constat et corpore 
affecto qualitatibus sub sensum cadent.ihus, quod mal,eria sensihilis dicitur; nee tamen 
materiam singularem scru\,atur, cum singularia non per se sp.ictent ad scientiam. 
Mathematicus affection es Lriang,1 Joni m, a!iaque id genus contemplatur, quae lie et re ipsa 
in materia sensibili haerean\;; non ea tmnen quatenus in eiusmodi rnateria sunt, expendit. 
Metaphysicus in cog11itione primae causae, eL inLelligentiarum. aLque aliarum rerurn. quae 
neque in materin consistunt, neque illmn in suo cnnceptu inch.1dunt, versau1r. Porro quod 
de ahstrnctione a materia dixinrns, si111iliter elf, separat.ione a motu intelligi debet. Liquet 
igitur tres esse abstractiones, atque adeo t.olidem inspectricis Philosr;phiae partes; neque 
alias praeterea inuehere opus esse; cum omnia, quae in scientiae conlemplat.ionem veniunt, 
sub aliqua e tribus prnedictis notionibus ah in Le! lectu ptircipiantur. Atque haec ratio a D. 
Thoma loc:; c;it. breuiter perstringitur." 
44 GOIS, M. de - In oclo iibros l'hysicorum ... , a. 4 libid., p. :30): «Ex quo planum 
euadit cur Mathematicae plures sint., Ph_ysiologia vem una, itemque una Metaphysica; 
videlicet quia harum quaelibet unam dumLaxat; illae duplicem venclicant ahstractionem. 
Ac nos hactenus de ijs tan Lum Mathemat.icis e.,<imus, quae syncer1te, purneque M1tthematicat1 
dicuntur. Sunt vero praeter has a!ii,e. quae mixtae nuncu11anLur, propterea, quod inter 
Physiologiam, et pure Mathematicas media., sint., eorumque obiect.a partim ad Naturalem 
Philosophu m, partim ad Arithmeticu rn, vi,l Geomet.rnm speclent; ut Musica et Perspecti-
va. Numerus enim Sonorus, circa quem Musica versatur, ex parte quidtim numeri 
Arithrneticum qu.idpiam est; ex parte Sonnri, Ph.vsicum.,,. 
45 G(HS, M. de - in octo Ii.bros Physicorum .. . , a. 5 libid., p. ;34)_ 
46 G()IS, M. de - In octo libros Pliysicorum . .. (ibid .. p. 48): «Quae autem in ijs 
trnctantm~ ad quinque genera, seu capita reduci pnSS\llll. Pars una, epistolarum, Poeticae 
et Rhetoricae scriptionem conLinet .. Altera, disserendi praecept.a. Tertia, Civilem, 
Moralemque dodrinam. Quart.a, re rum Naturalium. Quinta, '.l'rnnsnaluralimn scientiam.,, 
47 GOIS, M. de. In octo libro~ i'hy.sfrorn.m .... (ibid., p, 50- 52). 
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was almost completely achieved, although not in a uniform way 48. The 
whole field of Physiology is divided into ten parts: 1) the eight books of 
Physica; 2) de Caelo; ~i) de Genemtione; 4) 1\1cte:umwn and an absent book 
on metals and stones, that can be substituted -he says- by Theofrastus, 
Plinius and Albert the Great; 5) de l1.ninw; G) the complement ofdc Anima 
(de senso, somnu, vita ct nwrtc, etc.); 7) Animaliwn historia, in spite -he 
adds- of its historical rather than scientific character; 8 - 10) the three 
parts of de partibus animaliwn. 
It would be possible (although not very wise to lean on entirely or 
exclusively) to compare Fonseca's plan already mentioned with G6is' 
Prooemium. Manuel de G6is also aims lo give students a systematisation 
of the Complete Aristotle, and he was fairly successful as regards Physiol-
ogy. According to Gois, however, there was currently no prohibition on re-
placing Aristotle in matters he has not dealt with. Ir a scientific concern is 
to be preferred to the historical one, Aristotle seems to be mainly a path to 
attain a global view of' reality in its various dimensions. 
2. Two things are to be concluded. It is hy now obvious that Metaphys-
ics or «Transnaturalium scientia» was to he offered within the frame of 
the Cursus. As Ant6nio Marlins has noticed, one should not think that 
Fonseca's Commenta,y on Aristotle's Nfotaphysics was lo be placed among 
the Coimbra Commentaries, thus explaining the fact that no commentary 
on the Metaphysics was written within such an editorial project. In his 
Commentary on theNichomachean Ethics, one year after his Physics' Com-
mentary and sixteen years afler the publication, by Fonseca, of the first 
volume of his Comm.cntwy on Metaphysics, Manuel de Gois repeated at 
least three times his intention or writing a text on Metaphysics 4H. 
As far as Fonseca's contribution is concerned, we are struck by the 
fact that the Coimbra C:ommentcuy on Arist.otle's Dialectics appeared only 
in 1606, two years after the publication by Gaspar Coelho of an 
'unauthorised' edition that seems to have been launched by an unusual 
publishing campaign. This fact, along with the contested originality of 
Fonseca's Dialectical Institutions conceived as an introduction to Philoso-
phy, seems to indicate, as A. Martins has noted, a divergence among Coimbra 
Jesuits about on how to deal with Logic ,,n_ 
This is not too much to speculate if we assume that some kind of a 
wider philosophical divergence explains the reason why Fonseca was not 
connected to the Cursus Con.imbricensis. Perhaps this supposition is not 
totally unavailing, as we possess a letter, written by Father Francisco de 
48 GOIS, M. de - in oc/o lib ms l'hvsicon1.111 .. ,., \ibid., p. 48/: cl'r. supra n. 46. 
49 GOIS, M. de -In libros Elhicor;1m .... Disp. I. inlrnd. (ed. Andrade, p. 67), Disp. IV, 
q. 2, a. 1 (ibid., p. 14ilJ, Disp, VII, q, :i, a. 2 (ibid., p. 225). 
iiO See MARTINS, A. - ••Conimbricenses», in Logos ... , vol 1: lll:i. 
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Gouveia (1596) to the General of the Jesuits, where we may notice a sort of 
ideological difficulty related to the composition of the Conunenta,-y on Meta-
physics 51: (1) Manuel de G6is was ordered to write the whole Arts Course 
(«todo el Curso de Artes»); (2) in some of his texts prepared for the Press 
he was not already considering a study of Metaphysics but he also follows 
common opinions acknowledged in the Schools; (3) he planned to harmo-
nize Metaphysics with Logic in a brief and more acceptable way; (4) the 
order to compose the compendium on Metaphysics was given by the Father 
General to Fonseca, and G6is was asking through Gouveia for advice re-
garding whether he eventually ought to consider Metaphysics; (5) Fonseca 
was a slow worker and Father Gouveia was afraid that the Course would 
be incomplete («imperfocto»); (6) Gouveia seems to suggest that the Father 
General could allow both to write their own Commentaries and then he 
would decide which one would be more suitable; (7) but Gouveia also men-
tions to the General the opinion of an aid, Father Manuel Roiz, who thinks 
Manuel de G6is was the man to take the job, given the fact that Fonseca 
had a few uncommom opinions Llrnl. G6is, being more orthodox, rejected in 
what he was publishing. 
As we know, Fonseca was not so slow that he could not accomplish his 
Comm.entm:y on Metaphysics. From that lelter it seems to us that his meta-
physical views had given rise to a certain opposition or perplexity in some 
Company circles. Was the opposition objective'? In a letter where he re-
jected this censorship it is possible to read at least one of the opinions in 
dispute, dealing with God's efficient causality, but it is also clear that 
Fonseca says he has never taught such a thing, namely, he has never said 
that God the Creator acquired «simpliciLer et absolute» a positive mode 
and he has never defended a virtual distinction between the act of God's 
will and His act of CreaLion 52_ 
51 See GOMI~S, J. E - lnlrodw:;ao, XLIX, n. l: «Otrn diflicullad se offre'<e sobre los 
Comenlarios de la Metaphysica porque el Pe. Manuel de Goes tenia a su cargo hazerlos por 
le estar encomendado c6poner todo el Curso de Artes y ja fm !os rhysicos yen los de Coelo 
yen los de Generatione y de Anima que tiene para imprirnir se remitLe a la Metaphysica, y 
va siempre c6 las opiniones comunes y recebidas en las escuelas y f?j uniformidad de las 
opiniones en toda esta obra yen la Logica e ade ser mas breve porque se arle rnmetyr a la 
Metaphysica yest ade ser mas acceplo en las escue!as. Por otrn parte tengo entendido que 
el P.e Fonseca c6 licencia de V. I~ determina hazer dipendio de su Metaphysica pera se leer 
en nuestras escue!as y el l~e Goes dessea saber la delerminacion de VP. pera cessar de su 
intento y disponer las cosns d,~ otra manern. no IH,l.iendn rnencion de Melaphysica. Por 
otra parte el Pe Fonseca es muy vagaroso Hn su ciiposicion y asii se puede temer que ni el 
acabe ni el otrn ctiponga por su respecLo y quedemos con el curso imperfecto. Vea VI~ se 
sera conveniente que cada tmo haga sus com,mtarins y despues se vera quales se devii leer 
en las escuelas. Potque el Pe Fonseca tiene mudias opiniones cfiLrn la comun, y el Pe Goes 
va cti las recebidas en las escuelns y refuta en lo que esta ynpreso algunas opiniones de! l~e 
Fonseca sin nombrarle por le gllardar el devido resp.:cto. El I~ Manuel Hoiz que lhe assis-tente 
desea mucho que el Pe Goes compnnga la Metaph_ysica por las razones que apunte». 
r.2 See GOMES, ,J. l<'.. Introclu,;;do, L, n. 1: "QaLo a lo 2g, Ia censura que agora viene 
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3. As far as those at the Collegium Conimbricensis were concerned, 
good Catholic faith ought Lo be acquired after Aristotle's text had been 
soundly interpreted. What does this mean? Coimbra's approach lo later 
medieval metaphysics was not really in total agreement with Loyola's pre-
scription. The masters enjoyed considerable liberty in their task of creat-
ing a Christian philosophy. This certainly explains a certain Scotist 
mentality and anti-Nominalist spirit present in their textbooks. In order 
to explain Aristotle, medieval philosophers (some of them newly published) 
would also have had a role. This fact, along with the reaction of many 
philosophers against the humanist reading of Ancient Philosophy, explains 
the reason why medieval assumptions, problems and terminology seem to 
he revived here. 
Indeed, Eckhard Kessler has noted an absence of dogmatism in Psy-
chology, thus asserting that «i.n many questions that were controversial 
between Thomist and Scotists of the time -e. g., the distinction between 
the agent and possible intellect, the necessity of the intelligible species, 
the intellection of singulars and the manner in which the intelligible spe-
cies is produced- both positions were considered at least defensible if not 
equally probable, and no dogmatic decision was arrived at» 53 . The same 
was noted by Randles on the substance of the sky ,,4 and P. Porro has also 
paid attention to Sebastiao do Coulo's hesitation as regards the Aristote-
lian category «quando» 55_ In his Commentary, Father G6is observes that it 
is preferable not to assert something when any doubt seems to occur 56 . If 
Dominican Thomism was still taught at Vespers between 1541 and 1565, 
suppone queen ambos modos de dechrnr la crrnsalidad efficiente de Dios ( ... ) se c6cedia 
simpliciter et absolute, aliquem modu rn positivum advenire Deo extempore cum incipit 
agere ad extra, y queen la 2~ declaraclfi de !a di cha causalidad nose ponia distinctio virtual 
sino entre el modo positivo de cocurrir y el acto de la divina voluntad; lo qua! no es assi 
porque expressamente se dezia que no solo aquel modo positivo se distinguh virtualiter 
de! acto de la voluntad divina, pero tambien que el mismo modo solum virtualiter erat 
novus sive extempore, y no simplidter et absolute ... En Jo qual me escrivio el Ee Nunes 
em portugues, lo que se sigue ~ Aca entre todos esU1 tan claro como la luz <lei dia C. . ) 
como yo en mas de cinco o seis lugares de mis escritos, avemos dicho discritis verbis quod 
activus inl1uxus Dei non est actu novus seu temporalis seclusa operatione interlectus, 
atque adeo non est simpliciter et absolute novus sed sola virtute, et (quod hinc fit) tan tum 
secundum quid novus. Por donde nose podia c(i ningl.m color o aparencia escrevir a Roma 
que solum constituebamus virt.ualem distinclionem inter activum influxum Dei et actum 
divinae voluntatis, ipsum autem activum influxum ponebanms actum novum et temporalem, 
sive actu advenientem Deo extempore.". 
53 KESSLER, K - «The Intellective Soul», in The Cambridge History of Renaissance 
Philosophy ... 607. 
54 RA.t'lDLES, W. G. L. - «Le cie! chez !es jesuites espagnols et portugais (1590-1651)», 
in Les Jesniles ... 137. 
55 PORRO, E - F'orme e Modclli di Dura.ta. nel Pensiero Medieva.le (Leuven 1996) 
459-460. 
06 GOIS, M. de - In oclo librds Physiconun ... , (ibid., p. 52): «Nobis visum est in re 
omnino dubia potius sententiam suspe1;dere, quam aliquid asseuerare." 
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after that period such a predominance was superseded by what was called 
an eclectical Thomism 57 . This explains the importance for instance of Giles 
of Rome, an influence yet Lo he studied. Howeve1~ other authors were well 
also known and deserve further attention. For instance, when dealing with 
the problem of the eternity of the world in his rejection of Aristotle's posi-
tion, Manuel de G6is does the same also with Aquinas soft interpretation 
of Aristotle. This is interesting enough because it corresponds exactly to 
the position of Henry of Ghent against Bacon's, Bonaventure's and Aquinas' 
hesitations over how to interpret Aristotle Ml_ However, if Henry thought 
that it was theoretically wrong to defend both the theological doctrine of 
Creation and the philosophical doctrine of the eternity of the world, G6is 
admits such a logical possibility 59 . Needless Lo say this was the Duns Scotus' 
and William of Ockham 's strategy fiO _ 
III 
1. The accommodation of new materials and new religious impera-
tives shaped this period as a ,,complicated and confused one, and Lhe diver-
sity of the philosophical materials, collected from different schools and 
traditions, makes it burdensome to exhume the position of a given author» 
and this may be «the reason why philosophical discussion declined in manu-
als and textbooks,, 61_ 
How is it possible to advance in such a dramatic trend? It is correct to 
say that as medieval philosophers had worked ouL their doctrines by doing 
commentaries, Coimbra commentators did the same? The answer seems 
to deserve a considered judgement. We propose to open a direction by al-
luding to one case. 
2. Let us choose the already mentioned Henry of Ghent as a pos-
sible exemple, since in 1518 there appeared a printed edition of his two 
major works 62_ In addition to this we may remember that Henry was Tho-
mas Aquinas' first true critic, and from the 13th lo the 18th century his 
influence never really decreased. He was criticized by the early Thomistic 
school, thoroughly read in 14th and 15th centuries, edited in the 16th and 
57 DIAS, J. S. da S. • Correnles ... 441. 
58 See MACKEN. R. - «La temporalite rndicale de la creature se!on Henri de Gand», 
in Recherches de Th-<iologie a.ncien1w ct 1n,;di(ua.le 38 (HJ71J 211. 
59 MARTINS, A. - uO Conimbricense Manuel de Gois e a Eternidade do Mundo», in 
Reuisla Portuguesa. de Filosofia. 52 (1HH6i 4H8. 
60 CARVALHO, M. S. de - «Para a Uistoria da Possibilidade e da Liberdade», in 
ltinera.rium 40 (1994J 145-180. 
61 PARK, K.; KESSLER K. «The Concept of Psychology», in The Ca.m.bridge History 
of Renaissance Philosophy ... 462-6:3. 
62 Edited by I. Dadius, Paris. See LimEL, M - Josse Bade, dit Badius (1462~1535). 
ffomaniste, editeur-imprimeur etpnifa.cier (Leuven HJ88J. 
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again in the 17th century, adopted by the Servites in that same century, 
and in March 12, 1649 aL Heidelberg University he was formally consid-
ered by Hoest von Landen burg a "modern» author rm_ Our Coimbra Com-
mentator gives him the significant title (since Henry was engaged in 
Tempier's Condemnation of 1277) ,,Doctor Sorhonicus, auctoritatem 
Parisiensis a.rticuli» 64 • 
Coimbra was certainly aware of' Henry's work mainly of his 15 
Quodlibets. All of these were quoted 6G, whereas of the Swnma's 75 ar-
ticles only 20 were mentioned, and even then in an incomplete form. Should 
we explain this by the fact that only the «de Deo section» of Henry's Summa 
was written, and the Coimbra Conunentru-ies were intended to be a philo-
sophical rather than a purely theological work'? 
In the whole Commentcu:y on Ethics Henry of Ghent is only quoted 
twice. This seems to indicate that Lhe Coimbra Commentaries ignored his 
real and historical importance for Moral Philosophy. We may suppose that 
Lhey did not thoroughly study his Quodlibets, although they must have 
known them. In the two quotations we find an interesting case confirming 
our suspicion. When dealing with passions (D. VI, q. 1, a. 2) G6is does not 
hesitate in taking sides with Henry of Glrnnt instead of with Aquinas. The 
question was if concupiscence and irascibility were two really different 
potencies. Saint Thomas was said to promote a real distinction (and this 
position -G6is points out- is almost a commonplace amongst philosophers 
from Aristotle to Henry HH). Manuel de G6is then adds another last, famil-
iar question: which one has more dignity? In Quodlibct VIII, q. 15 -G6is 
answers- Henry of Ghent prefers concupiscence whereas Saint Thomas 
in De Veritate q. 25, a. 2 seems to embrace a different opinion and gives his 
preference to irascibility. It is true -he goes on- that we may understand 
Thomas' choice, but Aristotle in the eight book of Historia ,1nimalium gives 
rational strength to Henry's position 1' 7. But are G6is' philosophical rea-
63 CARVALHO, M. S, de - «Ilenrique de Gand H 129;3). A proposito da edi<;ao dos seus 
'Opera Omnia',,, in Ilumanistica e Teologia 12 (llHl) 2-3 (of the off-pi-int). 
64 See BACHMANN. B & CARVALHO, M. S, de - «Os Cr.,nimbricenses e Pedro da 
Fonseca como leitores de Henrique de Gand", in Mediaeua./ia. Tcx/og e Estudos 3 (1993) 
208. 
65 See ID. - ibid. 
(56 GOIS, M. de - In libros Ethicoru.,n ... (ed. Andrade 178): dlecte diuiditur appetitus 
sensitiuus in irascibilem & concupiscihilem, vt in duas potenLias realiter distinctas. I-Iaec 
est contra Gahrie!em in :t d. 25. 26. q. l. arL. :3. dub. l. vbi putat duplicem hunc appetitum 
diferre sola ratione per ordinem ad diuersos acLus: est tamen pbilosophorum com mun is, 
Aristotelis L Magrn1mm Moral. cap. 18. Platonis 4. lib de Repuhlica, vbi vtrumque appetitum 
a ratione & inter se distinguit, aiens consulalld in vrbe respondere in homine rationem, 
Quaestuario cupidil.atem, Auxiliario irascendi appet.itum. Est etiam D. damasceni lib. 2. 
fidei Orthod. cap. 12 D. Gregorij Nysseni lib. 4. philosophiae cap, 8. D. Thomae 1. p. q. 81. 
art. 2, Henrici Gandauensis quodlib. 8, q. 15. D. Bonauenturae in 3. cl. :3:3. art. 1. q. 3. M. 
Alberti a. de anima tract. 4. cap. 2 & in sumrna de homine tract. de irascib. quaest. 2.» 
67 GOIS, M. de - In libros Ethiconun ... (ed, Andrade 182): «Haec dubitatio ita 
explicandaest, vt dica'tnus ex parte obiecLi, aique adeo simpliciter appetitum concupiscibilem 
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sons here adduced really related to Henry's Quodlibet VIII, q. 15? If one 
reads Henry's question -which by the way does not ask about the superi-
ority of any appetite- one has to give a relatively negative answer. It is 
true that Henry says what his Portuguese interpreter actually reads 68, 
but G6is misses all the context, both metaphysical and historical, that Henry 
was dealing with. Without any allusion to Avicenna's Metaphysics (here an 
authoritative text for Henry fif 1), the student would also receive no infor-
mation on the relation between rationality and sensibility, above all he 
would not be able to appreciate how the discussion was deeply entangled 
with Henry's important philosophy of free will 70. 
It is fair to say that if a Renaissance Portuguese student was not in-
formed on Henry's philosophy he would be at least prepared to identify a 
controversy and to quote a correct text and authority suitable to neutral-
ize it. Shall we say then that the Commentary's main concern is Aristotle 
and not a medieval metaphysician? We propose to answer this question by 
alluding to a problem, instead of by studying the role of an author. Again, 
for Henry's sake we have chosen the Aristotelian theme of Prime Matter. 
The first and more important of Henry's allusions to this problem appears 
in Quodlibet I, q. 10, which, by the way, is precisely the question G6is quotes 
when asking if matter, by divine power, was possible without any substan-
tial form 71. This is indeed a better use of Henry's work than that one we 
just have mentioned. We were struck by the fact that, like Henry, our Com-
mentator also links this theme with the problem of the distinction between 
essence and existence 72. Incidentally, we do not want to deny a direct knowl-
nobiliorem esse irascibili: quandoquidem ille ferlur directo & immediate in bonum pertinens 
ad conseruat.ionem animalls: hie vero immediate tendit in remouens prohibens. Item (quod 
in idem reciditJ quia potenlia, quae proxime ordinatur ad fineni, excellentior est, quam 
quae occupatur circa media: at concupiscibi!is proxime ordinatur ad finem, quia tendit in 
bonurn sensibile secundum se: irascihi!is in id, quod vtile est, & conducens ad illud 
obtinendum. Concedi tamen potest iuxta a!iam considernlionem irascibilem concupiscibili 
praestare, quatenus immoderata affectio irae, minus perniciosa est, quam concupiscentia, 
vt D. Thomas ratione suadebat.» 
68 HENRICUS de GANDAVO. Quodlibet VIII, q.15 (ed. Badius: Paris 1518) fol. 327 
r T - v: ,,Quae in hoc ex parte obiect.i diffenmt, qund concupiscibilis dicitur esse circa 
bonum ut est delectabile, quia appelit in ipso bono de!eclari. Irascihilis vero dicitur esse 
circa bonum arduum quia appetit in ipso superare onmia contraria. Est enim irascibilis 
vindex concupiscibilis. ( . .. ) secundum hoc concupiscibi!is sit ( ... J principalis potentia et 
irascibilis sit quaedam vis in ipsa el ex ipsa orta ..... 
69 AVICENNA- Uber de Philosophia Prima VIII, 7 (ed. S .. Van Riet: Leuven-Leiden 
HJ80) 433. 
70 See TESKE, R. - lle/1./y o[Glwnl. Quodlibetal Qucslions on Free Will. Translated 
from the Latin with an Introduction and Notes by R. J. Teske, S. J. (MilwaukE,e 1993). 
71 G()IS. M. de - In oclo libros l'hysicorum .... L. I. c. IX, q. 6, a. l (ed. Coimbra 1592 p. 
178). 
72 GOIS, M. de - In octo libros l'hysicorwn ... L. I, c. IX, q. 6, a 2 (ecfCoimbra 1592 p. 
180): « ... persuasum babent existenliam non a sn!a fonna proven ire sed tam maLeriam 
quam caetera entia ut unumquodque ah alio dist.inguitm, ita aliquam sibi propriam 
existentiam vendicare ( ... ). ExisLentia cuiusque non disling11itur ah essent.ia, nisi ut mo-
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edge of Henry by the Portuguese Jesuits, hut one must remember that 
such an allusive style may also he explained by the dissemination of an-
thologies, the kind of texts we referred Lo above. 
We shall be dealing then with chapters 8 and 9 of Physics Book I (191 
a 23 - 192 b 2), two and half pages of The Revised Oxford Translation 73, 
which were divided by G6is' into twelve texts, with 13 smaller sections, 
occupying 57 pages of the Coimbra edition. According to Ross' revised 
text «the whole substance of book 1 (. .. ) is the establishment of matter, 
form, and privation as the factors involved in all change. Aristotle's chief 
claim is that he has for the first time exhibited clearly the distinction be-
tween matter and privation, and the necessity of both to any account of 
change ... " 74 . In his analysis of chapters 8 and 9, Ross pinpoints the Aristo-
telian discussion of the difficulties fell by the Ancient philosophers, as well 
as his reflections on the first principles of nature 75 -Ross' study could 
have had its counterpart in the cxplanatio of the Coimbra edition 76- and 
he also understands his duties as a Commentator 77 , first by doing philo-
logical and historical research (Quellengeschichtel, searching for the lit-
eral meaning and elluciclating cross-references, and, secondly, by insisting 
again on analytical work well founded in critical philological and philo-
sophical training. 
The 57 printed pages of Coimhra are in conLrast to the 10 pages Ross 
dedicated to both chapters. Still, although if Rpss may share some of the 
Coimhra concerns, he would not follow the Portuguese ,Jesuits. These Com-
mentators preferred Lo deal with the following 12 questions: does matter 
exist within (insit) physical things (qu. 1) if matler can he correctly de-
fined, known and named (qu.2) 79 ; how matter is related with potency (qu. 
3) 80 ; if matter tends towards form (qu. 4) 8 1; if matter belongs to the es-
sence of natural composites (qu. 5) 82; if by divine power there can be mat-
ter without form (qu. 6) 83; if privation is or is not a being (qu. 7 J 84 ; if 
dus rei a re, ergo ut unurnquodque essentiam ah alio clistinctam habet it.a et distinctarn 
sibique propriarn existentiam ... " 
n The Complete Worh.s of Arislolfc. The Revised Oxford Translation, edited by J. 
Barnes (Princeton 1991) Vol. I: 326-328. 
74Aristot/e's Physics. A Revised Text with Introduction and Commentary by David 
Ross (Oxford 197\l) 24. 
75 ARISTOTLE - Phvsics, ed. D. Ross, a4(1-:J4B. 
7(i G6IS, M. de -In oc'to /ibros Physicorum ... L. I, c. VIIL exp Ian. (ed. Coirnbra 1592 p. 
154-157) 
77 ARISTOTLE - Phvsics, ed. D. Ross. 4il4-4~JH. 
78 G(HS, M. de - In ~cto libros Physicorum ... L. I, c. VIII. q. 1 (ed. Coimbra 1592, p. 
15 7-160). 
7H GOIS. M. dB - In octo libros l'hvsicorum ... L. I, c. VIII, q. 2 Ubid., p. 160-164). 
Bo GOIS, M. de - In octo libros Ph:vsicorum ... L. I, c. VIII. q. ;3 (ibid., p. 164-168). 
s1 G(JIS, M. de - In octo libros Phvsicorum ... L. I, c. VIII, q. 4 (ibid,, p. 169-171). 
82 GOIS, M. de - In octo libros J'hysicorum ... L. I, c. VIII, q. 5 \ibid., p. 171-177). 
83 GOIS, M, de - In octo libros l'hvsicoru.nL .. L. I, c. VIII, q. 6 (ibid., p. 177-183). 
84 GOIS, M. de - in octo libros Ph:vsicorum ... L. I, c. VIII. q. 7 Ubid., p. 184-187). 
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privation is the true principle of natural things (q u. 8) 85 ; H; besides mat-
ter, substantial form is needed in whatsoever natural things (qu. 9) 86; if 
the definition of substantial form is a correct and true one (qu. 10) 87; if 
from substantial form and matter a one is formed (qu. 11) 88; and finally, if 
all or only natural forms derive from matler by subjective potency (qu. 
12) 89_ 
Since Philosophy is here presented to students as a series of contro-
versies aspiring for solution, it is obvious that it is not exclusively the dis-
tinction between matter and privation and their importance to any account 
of change that occupies our Jesuit, but mainly the vast and complex his-
torical controversy over the metaphysical and theological relationship be-
tween Matter and Form. We may even conjecture by the size of these 12 
questions which were considered Lo be the more significant: there are ques-
tions answered in one or two pages (qu. 10, 8), the discussion of the two 
last questions occupies a!mosl twenty pages. Being the culmination of book 
I, this fact means that anthropology in its own right (the question was 
about human soul) was within the domain of Physics. It is by now clear to 
us that this huge shirt from the study of the factors involved in change to a 
theological and metaphysical discussion of the matter/form relationship 
was almost completely undermined by what is now called medieval phi-
losophy. However, this is done without any explicit awareness of historical 
difference. 
It is only fair to conclude that Aristolle is not the only «mailre a penser" 
and that Lo comment on him meant al least taking him as an occasion for 
doing Philosophy. What kind of Philosophy? Let. us follow question 6, a 
very important one as it exemplifies this close relation between Philoso-
phy and Theology and between Medieval and Sixteenth Century Philoso-
phy. As we have already said, the author asks whether by divine power 
there can be matter without form. We are facing a problem that goes back 
at least to medieval Auguslinian tradition no The question's structure, in 
four articles, is a medieval one: the first. article lists the thinkers and their 
arguments for both parts -Hugues, Peter Lombard, Aquinas, Bonaventure, 
Durandus, Capreolus, Caietanus, Giles of Rome, Herveu of Nedellec, also 
«aliique permulti" against Henry of Ghent, Duns Scotus, Richard, Gabriel, 
Gregory, and also «aliique non pauci». Furthermore, it displays five argu-
ments against the possibility of malter existing without form by divine 
intervention, and three other arguments .in favour of that possibility. It. is 
important to observe that authors and arguments are textually separated, 
85 GOIS, M. de - In octo libms Physicorum ... L. I, c. VIII, q. 8 tibid., p. 187-189). 
8r, GQIS, M. de - In octo libros Physicornm ... L. I, c. VIII, q. 9 (ibid., p. 189-191). 
87 GOIS, M. de - In ocio libros Physicoru.m ... L. I, c. VIII, q. 10 (ibid., p. 192-Hla). 
88 GOIS, M. de - In. oclo lihros Physicorum ... L. I, c. VIII, q. 11 (ibid., p. Hl:3-201). 
89 GOIS. M. de· In octo libros l'hysicor11.111.. .  L. I, c. VIII, q. 12 (ibid., p. 201-211). 
00 See McALI~I~R, G. J. - «Aug-ustinian Interpretations of Averroes with Respect to 
the Status of Prime Maller», in The Modern Schoolman. 7:1 ( 1996) 15~1-172. 
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and the effect of such a procedure is a summary sistematisation of the 
arguments in dispute. 
Article 2 explains further both sides ( «utriusque sententiae fundamenta 
paulo explicatius proponencla sun t» 91 ). Was it admissible among students 
lo work only with the first and easier presentation? We do not know. Stu-
dents have their own way of challenging the teacher's recommendations! 
Nevertheless, it is in article 2 that we find Henry's position against the 
alleged «Thomisticae opinionis funclamentum» fl2. Significantly, ancient 
authors like Plato, Dionysius and Boethius are quoted in order Lo deepen 
the Thomistic positions, but the reason why G6is does not follow such a 
position is because he has specific views about the essence/existence rela-
tionship as well as about the differem:e between creation and conserva-
tion. Is all existence -he asks- received through form'? A theological and 
a metaphysical reason are here entangled in order Lo admit Lhe possibility 
for matter Lo exist wiLhoul form. First: matt.er was created by Goel and 
from thaL point of view matter may exist without form n:3; second: exist-
ence is form's last actttality 04 . The first reason is only discussed in article 
3 where one finds an allusion Lo Lhe beginning of Genesis. However, what is 
really significant here is the fact that another shill seems to have hap-
pened, iI1 fact a really modern one, a subtle movement from metaphysics to 
physics without losing theology on the horizon. That is the case of ques-
tioning if the difference between creation and conservation was compat-
ible with the admission of the possibility of matter existing without form 95• 
Coimbra doctrine on Lhe difference between creation and conservation has 
a few distinctions which we shall omit here to concentrate only on the part 
associated with the form/matter relationship%. Father G6is writes that 
91 G(?IS, M. de~ In oclu libros Physicorwn ... L. I, c. VIII, q. I, (ibt:d. ,.p. 179). 
92 GOIS, M. de - ln octo li/;ros l'hvsicorum ... L. I, c. VIII. q. 6 (ibid., p. 180). 
98 GOIS, M. de - In octo lihms Ph_vsu:Oru!IL . L. I. c. VIII, q. 6. fl. ;3 (ibid., p. 181): « ... 
asserendumque posse materiam divina virtute sine omni forll\a substantiali ·consistere, id 
quod fiet adbihente Deo maiorem concu1·sum. quo quidquid f',:,rma materiam actuando 
prae,tat, ipse in gene re efficientis causae su ppJ,.,.t, .. . 
'14 Se~ GOIS, M. de - In octo /ibms l'hysicorum .... L. I, c. VIII, q. 6 (ibid., p. 180-181). 
95 GOIS, M, de - In octo !ibms I'liysir:oru.m. ,.L. I. c, VIII, q. 6 (ibid., p. 181): "Sed 
opponet aliquis: Id quod Deus creat immediate cnnservnt sicut. enim nihil cum Den etiam 
ut instrumentum, concurrlt ad creandum. ila neque ad conservandum. Cu 111 igit.ur Deus 
rnateriam creet, eandem per se immediate conservabil ac sine u llo formae concursu quem 
erga materimn omni forma spoliatam cnmpensari oporLeat. Respondendum t.amen etsi cum 
Deo creanLe nihil efficienLer concurraL, quia conferre esse ex nihilo infiniiarn virLutem 
arguit, nihil tamen obsLare quominus ad esse rcnmi, quae creantur. concurrat creatura in 
alio causae genere, quomodo in prima rerurn molitione cum Deus corpora coelestia et 
elementa creaviL tam maLeria ad eorum formas excipiendas, sustentandasque quarn formae 
ad materiam actuandam et fovendam concurrerunb,. 
;;;; GOIS, M. de - In oclo libros l'hysicorw11 ... L. VIII, c. II. q. 1. a. 4 (ibid., p. 711J: 
«Nam conservatio qua forma materiam cnnservat. el. eiusdmn nrn.U,riae creatio non possunt. 
inter sere ipsa non distingui. Quod it.a probatur: Fnrmn eatenus materiam conservare 
dicitur, quatenus emn actuat, haec vRro actuntio non est a.liud quam modus quidam quo 
forma sese in maleriam insinuat. seque illi donat, qui modus, ul in 2. Ii bro disserimus, est 
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there is a certain real distinction between creation and conservation, the 
latter being the physical structure of all creatures constituted by matter 
and form. Form conserves matter, although form itself is distinguished 
from matter and from creation since creation is creation of matter. This 
theological frame does not ignore a physical one. Theology must study 
matter as a certain kind of being independent of form, but in our physical 
world matter is nothing without form, since the law of conservation he• 
longs to form. Real things are concrete things, having their own specific 
time. Conservation is thus the first law of the physical world qua physical, 
to which we must add a triple bond of essence, existence and duration 97. It 
is true that essence has preeminence, hut since existence is understood as 
a being outside its own causes (extra su.as cau.sas) '.!B this indicates that 
essence and existence cannot he separated, and that Creation is thus not 
only related to existence but concerns also essence H9. Since there is no 
real distinction between essence and existence but only a modal one ioo, 
then a program of a metaphysics of essence is also a metaphysics of exist· 
ence, thus explaining article 4, wherein we may find a clear negation of the 
basis of strict essentialism l 01. 
Calling existence form's last actualiLy (postremam actualitatem) is 
idem re cum forma et ex consequenti realiter a m«teria dissidet cum(. .. ) alia res sit rnate-
ria alia form a. Quo patet conservationem qua for ma materi«m conservat, distingui re tum 
a m«teria tum a creatione quare est idem re cum maLeria creata.» 
97 GOIS, M. de - In oclo libros Physicorum ... L. IV, c. 14, q. 2, a. 2, (ibid., p. 549): « ... 
collige essentiam, existentiarn et durntionem, quae tria in qualibet re creata nexu quodam 
inter se colligata reperiuntur. eum servare ordinern ut essentia prior sit, secundum locum 
habeat existentia. tertium ac postremum du ratio.» 
98 GOIS, M. de. In oclo iibros Physicoru.111 ... L. rv, c. 14, q. 2, a. 2. (ibid., p. 549): « ... 
respondemus existentiam dici postrenw.m llCtt1alitatem et modum rei, quia unaquaeque 
forma et perfectio habet sese ad exislenliam uL potentia ad actum quatent1s po test secundum 
se existere et non ex:istere neque polentialitatern exuit dum non stat actu sub existentia. 
Hoc vero modo elimn duratio ad existentiam comparata est in potesiat.e ad illam, ut ad 
u lteriorem gradu m, qua ten us sumpta secund urn suam essentiam est indifferens u t ponatur 
in rebt1s. Quo sit ut existentia maneat ultimus modus rei ulpote cui ipsa quoque duratio 
praeconcipitur et a qua existens dicilur cnmmod«ta invicem mutua appelatione ut sicut 
existentia a duratione du rans it.a duratio «b existentia existens nuncupetur.» 
99 See CARVALHO, M.S. de-« Inter Philosophos non mediocris contentio. A proposi-
to de Pedro da Fonseca e do contextn medieval d« distin~fto essencia/existencia», in 
Mediaeualia. Texlo eYistudos 7-8 (Hl95J 559. 
100 GOIS, M. de - In oclo iibms l'hysicoru.m ... L. I, c. B, q. 6. a. 2, (ibid., p. 180): 
«Existentia cuiusque non distinguitur ab essentia nisi ut modus rei a re ... ,, 
101 GOIS, M. de - In oclo libros I'hysiconun .. . L. I. c. B. q. 6, a. 4, (ibid., p. 183): «Nam 
si natura cornmunis per se extra singularia existeret. esset ac non esset singularis; non 
esset quia ita supponitur: esset quia existere in renun ni;tura sicuti opernri et produci non 
convenit superioribus nisi per inferiora, quandoquidem ut existere est t1!Lima cuiusque rei 
actui;Jitas, ita non nisi ultimo perfectis et terminatis in sua serie qualia sunt sola singularia 
primo convenire debet caeteris vero ipsoru Ill merilo ac beneficio. Quod vero ad suppositi 
ration em attinet repugnat eLiam dari natu ram absque supposito cui innitatur quia 
suhsisteret per se tanquam a nullo dependens, quod in rebus creatis rmlli praeterquam 
supposito convenit simulque non subsisLeret utpnte supposiLi adrniniculo ca.rens ... » 
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equivalent to understanding existence as duration (sicut existentia a 
duratione durans ita duratio ab existentia existcns) lOZ - an idea widespread 
among the Company 103 , which our Commentator could have found in Giles 
of Rome or in Duns Scotus 104 . Existence is also the basis of all second 
acts 105, a perspective which amounts to a significant change in understand-
ing time, from something of an abstract nature to something as the dura-
tion of the Lhing itself. The theoretical principle here at stake is the 
identificaLion with existence, and certainly this is not whal Aristotle had 
thought, he himself being more inclined to measure movement itself or the 
duration of movement rather than being concerned with permanence of 
real things. 
ABSTRACT 
The paper deals with the Coimbra Commentaries, a group of eight commentaries of 
Aristotle, published in the Portuguese town ofCoimbrn between 1592 and 1606, that knew 
a larg·e editorial success through Europe. The reception of the Medieval philosopher Henry 
of Ghent is considered as a case-study but attention is also paid to geographical, cultural 
and scholarly humanistic conditions that helped the Commentaries to create their own 
philosophical style. 
RESUMEN 
El artfculo versa sobre los Comentarios de Coimbra, un grupo de ocho comentarios 
de Aristoteles, publicados en esa ciudad portuguesa entre 1592 y J.606, .Y que alcanzaron 
un gran exito editorial en toda Europa. El au tor analiza la aceptaci(m por los Conimbricences 
de las tesis de! filosofo medieval I~nrique de Gante, prestando ademas atencion a las condi-
ciones geogriificas, culturales y humanfsticas que contribuyeron al estilo filos6fico propio 
de !os Comentarios. 
102There is a difference, see GOIS, M. de -In oclo libros Physiconun ... L. rv; c. 14, q. 
2, a. 2, (ibid., p. 548): « ..• durationem differre ab existentia non quidem realiter ( ... ) sed 
tamen ex natura rei (. .. ); ex natura rei distingui ab existentiacontinuitatis rnotus. Primum 
quia ratio existentiae in eo tantum consistit ut res sit extra suas causas, duratio vero 
significat protensionem seu mo ram rei in sun esse ... " 
103 See PORRO, P. • op. cit, 468. 
104 ID. - ibid. 464. 
L05 GOIS, M. de - fo octo libros Physicorunr ... L. VII, c. 2, q. 2, a. 2, (ibid., p. 684): "··. 
existentia sit fundamentum omnium actuum secundorum, nihil posse ex se ullam edere 
actionem nisi existat.» 
